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'A YOUNG woman who says she
· has ;]jeen bed-bound suffering
WithMF; fora quarter of her life
·has spoken out against, a report
-:suggesting the illness maybe in
her head:-.
..' .. -;
· '",Jessica Taylor, 20folV(oodSide , Green, Cliffe )Vood~,' says
diagnosed with the chronic'
fatlgilesyrictroJ5Mfive years ago
and suffers constantly
with
· extreme pain and fatigue.
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. Researchers .a( t\VQ L~~9-qn
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.nniversities say they have been
-.subjected to death threats-and
Vitriolic abuse after suggesting
ME is partly due to'the psycho,
· logical state ofpiJ,tients.
-.. .,
-But Jessica, whose positive-'
mental state has surprised ps.y;
chiatrists, said they would have
· 'c concluded dlfferentlyif they hail
experienced what shelias,
'She said: "Imagine losing your
total mdependence_ tromrthe
age 6f'15 and
completely
·reliant upon others in all aspects
of care .•_ /..
,"
->,
'.
"lhave spent quarter of my.
life fighting this condition and
that's what is missing in this
'.'report. It is very one- sided.
~
"Nowheres did it say what
people suffer and unless people
know then how can you begin to .
understand? you get incredible .'
overwheliriing fatigue;' constant
pain, and the feeling ofJuits
crawling over, your skin," }~, .'.
qn~ay,
.
.
Jessica setjip an organisationcalled Share a Star aimed
helping YOw:lg people in." the •
same position
her;
". Jessica believes there is ~'''''n';~'',•.••.•
'going! to: be a·p-sY(;hC.IO!~Ci'J.r
factor fof. anyone ~-~~-,'--O
illness -- but said she
psychologically ill.
. ". "I hive proved any ps:ycl1iaicrJSl:§"'/
· tr~g·tofin<l·a
reason for
·-illness wrong. and T believe
'?going' to getbetter," she
toms, there is no way that any"I nave' a list of things I want
. not being able to speak as well
one would make that up. If they
achieve and I have many ambi- 'c as three years without being", haven't found the answer and
tions. I want to finisn school, I able to move and when yoh'are ' they have been working on this
have started a charity and I)mve
going through thatsortof
suf- ~theory for 25years then we need
found a new form'of painting.
fering and these fo;ms of .svmp- c' , to look somewhere else."
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